
Connect and integrate data to a 
single source of truth

Estabild connects to the tools used by the project 
team and seamlessly registers relevant information 
into the platform. The gathered information gets 
consolidated in our secure web application and is 
displayed in standardized and normalized 
frameworks.

Easy to import project data from 
the tools that are currently used

Get automated customazible 
reports

We make it quick and easy for you to get onboard 
with Estabild. Using our automated integrations you 
can import project data as quick as a 
drag-and-drop.

Estabild generates project status reports in a matter 
of seconds. Use built-in templates or customize 
reports according to your needs. Share them with 
your key stakeholders directly in Estabild platform or 
download to PDF / Microsoft Word documents if you 
need them offline.

100% remote, 
seamless integration

Drastically reduce 

your risk exposure

Gain up to 85% in time 
productivity efficiency

Reduce up to 80%  of

the monitoring costs 

Consolidate and streamline 
construction project 
development data



Summary dashboards

Schedule groups & activities

Track relevant financials

Progress tracking

Balance: Project Liquidity

Feed updates

The project-level dashboard summarizes 
key performance metrics in a one-page 
view. The portfolio dashboard aggregates all 
projects in one place to obtain a general 
overview of the most relevant data.

Track schedule activities and milestones 
during plan, forecast and actual phases. 
Identify critical path activities, allocate float 
and establish expected deadlines.

Monitor cost and income values at the right 
level of detail. View trends that can be 
compared against plan, forecast and actual 
amounts, including deviations such as 
change orders.

Report progress as it occurs by tracking the 
level of completion to all project activities. 
Supporting documentation and images can 
be registered for traceability purposes.

Ensure that projects have the needed cash 
flow to keep operations running. Overview 
the project liquidity by periods or cumulative 
view.

Update the feed with news regarding 
progress, major decisions and enquiries. 
Scope of work progress is visually verified 
with onsite images. Users can mention each 
other to ensure nothing critical is missed.

100% remote, 
seamless integration

Drastically reduce 

your risk exposure

Gain up to 85% in time 
productivity efficiency

Reduce up to 80%  of

the monitoring costs 
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Development risks Invite collaboratorsTask manager

File storage Localization Customer support

Rank development risk events by assessing 
its consequence and likelihood. Track their 
development to ensure mitigation plan is 
enforced.

Invite as many team members as you need. 
There are multiple predetermined user roles 
that can be be assigned to team members 
with different access and permission levels.

Manage tasks related to the project aspects. 
Tasks can be tracked by status and 
assigned to internal and external team 
members until being resolved.

Store and manage all files related to the 
project development. Ability to connect to 
existing cloud folder providers (e.g. Google 
Drive) is possible

The platform is localized supporting multiple 
languages translations. Additional 
languages can be implemented based on 
our client-base needs

Our support team works diligently to provide 
the best customer experience. Our goal is to 
ensure you are making the most out of the 
platform at every stage: onboarding, 
implementation, utilization and beyond

100% remote, 
seamless integration

Drastically reduce 

your risk exposure

Gain up to 85% in time 
productivity efficiency

Reduce up to 80%  of

the monitoring costs 
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Hi there 

Estabild Support Team

If you have any questions,

we’re here to help!

Español

Svenska

English

...



Security at Estabild
 We hold ourselves to industry-leading 


privacy and security standards. We take full responsibility 

on keeping your data secure and private

Key Security and Privacy Features

Estabild uses Amazon Web Services (AWS), exclusively, for 
the hosting of staging and production environments. AWS 
data centers are secured with state of the art security 
mechanisms and SOC 1, SOC 2, and SOC 3 certified.

Databases are backed up in AWS and all backups are 
encrypted for additional security.

Learn more about AWS security > aws.amazon.com/security

Secure and Reliable Infrastructure

Platform enforces secure password policy to enhance the 
security of the authentication of the users. Password and 
sensitive data are stored encrypted using the industry best 
practices and cryptographic frameworks

Data Security

All the communication between you and the platform is 
encrypted and uses strong encryption protocols. This 
protects the data in transit secure and communication 
private. The connection to the platform is encrypted and 
authenticated using TLS 1.2, ECDHE_RSA with P-256, and 
AES_128_GCM.

Encrypted Data Communication

Estabild partners up with a third-party service Okta, one of 
the leading cloud Identity and access management 
solutions providers. All the user data are protected with 
identity management expertise and cutting-edge security 
features. We ensure that only the right people can access the 
information stored in Estabild.

Learn more about Okta security >  trust.okta.com/security

Authentication and User 

Identity Management

Certificates

ISO/IEC 27001:2015

Fed RAMP

PCI-DSS 3.2

www.estabild.com

ISO/IEC 27001:2013

CSA STAR

HIPAA

SOC 2 Type II

FIPS Validated 140-2

Sarbanes Oxley (SOX)

https://aws.amazon.com/security/
https://trust.okta.com/security

